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School for Life: Khun Praewa’s Coffee Camp
Seventeen children and two
teachers from School for Life Coffee
Project started the journey in the
morning on the 5th of February 2018
to a Coffee Camp in Chiang Khong
District, Chiang Rai Province. The
Coffee Camp was well programmed
and organized by Khun Praewa
Boonyawan,
the
Coffee
Entrepreneur & head of the Coffee
for Life Team Chiang Mai, for the
Coffee for Life children. It was an
excursion to Khun Praewa’s coffee
farm,
equipped
also
with
a
laboratory and ‘green factory’. The
content of the Coffee for Life
curriculum focused on the whole
process
of
coffee
cultivation,
harvesting, selection of coffee
beans, coffee lab process, coffee
production in the factory and various
coffee drinks.
The Coffee Camp is about 250 km
and four hours drive from the school
for Life Chiang Mai. The roundtrip
transportation was sponsored by
Khun Nong Lak Thong Khamkun,
booking the seats at an airconditioned bus.
When the group arrived at the
camp, they were shown the coffee
plant site, the Dheva Specialty
Coffee Lab, the Dheva Coffee
Factory and the rooms to stay during
the camp.
During the six-day-coffee camp, the
Coffee for Life children had the

opportunity to learn
following topics:

about

the

- The whole process from selection
of seeds to the growing of coffee
plants and the making of coffee
drinks.
- Harvesting coffee beans
- Organic farming
- Growing coffee beans & seedlings
in nursery beds and polybags;
coffee plant propagation; planting
in coffee field.
- Technique to make strong and light
taste of coffee drinks
- How to select good and bad grade
coffee beans
- Barista skills
- Coffee business & establishing a
coffee shop
- Theory and practical training to
produce coffee soap
The camp program included some
activities like games, Thai boxing
dance and traditional Thai bamboo
dance after each section of coffee
learning.
The School for Life would like to
thank Khun Praewa Boonyawan for
the opportunity for the children to
learn about coffee at the camp, Khun
Nong Lak Thong Khamkun for the
roundtrip transportation, and the
Dheva Specialty Coffee Lab team for
the coffee curriculum and its
implementation.
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